
Our proven medical data extraction and conversion tools and processes make the move to a new practice 
management or EHR system secure and seamless. System transitions require careful conversion of data from your 
legacy system to the requirements of your new one. Our accurate and timely data conversions ensure your practice 
does not miss a beat during a system transition.

Medical Data Migrations

A leading provider of medical data extraction, migration, and integration solutions

Micro-Office Systems

Services

When you change your practice management or EHR system, our medical data archival and hosting services help 
you retain critical data. We compile your legacy data into a secure PDF or cloud-hosted archive that can be viewed 
as needed, enabling your practice to wind down legacy systems and the costs and security risks that come with 
their upkeep.

Medical Data Archival and Hosting

Make disparate medical systems work together for your practice’s unique needs with our expert medical data 
interface services. Our custom, highly secure interfaces connect healthcare systems such as EHRs, hospital 
systems, labs, transcription, and radiology interfaces.

Streamline your medical practice’s workflow pain points by automating repetitive tasks. Our custom process 
automation services help reduce the time it takes to move data between systems, process lists for billing, create 
reports, or combine data from multiple systems and sources.

Medical Data Interfaces and Hubs

Intelligent Workflow Automation
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Optimize efficiency, revenue and patient satisfaction for your medical practice by managing provider-patient 
communications digitally. We offer workflows, multi-channel notifications, and online tools for every patient-provider 
communication point, from pre-visit reminders to post-visit invoicing and payment collection.

"MOS had solutions we had not seen. They are knowledgeable, 
deliver remarkable turnaround times, and customize solutions that 
please our customers."
– Linda Rajlevsky, MD Systems and Solutions, Inc.

– Sharon Ramnanth New York Orthopedics

"I recommend MOS because they are knowledgeable. I trust them. I 
wouldn’t let anyone else work with my data."

– Craig, CNH Associate

"I recommend Micro-Office Systems interfaces because they 
customized a solution to meet our needs. MOS is great for companies 
that don’t have IT staff. Aside from being great people to work with 
and understanding what we needed, they kept us involved."

Patient Engagement Tools

Products
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